
The marine environments in the bay of 
Mont Saint Michel 



the tidal 
bore 
In the bay of Mont-Saint-
Michel, the tidal bore is only 
visible at high tide. It is a 
wave coming from the 
English Channel which covers 
the contrary currents of the 
waters of the three coastal 
rivers which are the 
Couesnon, the Sélune and 
the Sée. This rare natural 
phenomenon is a magnificent 
spectacle offered by nature. 

Mont St Michel has the third biggest tidal bore in the world !!!!!!!!!!!!!



IN NORMANDY IN OUR 
MARINE ENVIRONMENT, 

WE HAVE BEAUTIFUL BAYS 
AND BEACHES, WHERE YOU 

CAN FIND DIFFERENT 
SPECIES ...

OK, THESE ARE NOT THE 
ONES FROM THE EXOTIC 
ISLANDS, BUT THERE ARE 
SOME SPECIES THAT YOU 

CAN ONLY SEE HERE.

Pointe du Groin *



The Mont St Michel
Mont St Michel is a typical place of the Middle Ages ... The 
Legend says that it was Gargantua * who would have been 
hampered by two pebbles in his shoe and by removing it would
have fallen the mountain falls * and another mountain formerly
not nicknamed. Shortly after, the angel arc * appeared in the 
dreams of St Aubert * ... He would have asked him to build a 
chapel in his honor on the tomb mountain .... St Aubert ignoring
his dream did nothing. The next night the angel bow returned, 
repeating his request but puncturing his skull so that St Aubert 
would not believe that his imagination was playing tricks on him
... The next day St Aubert went in search of a worker to build
the chapel. When he had found them he went in the direction of 
the Fallen Mountain and began his work but unfortunately ended
with others ... Gargantua *: Mythical giant evoked in many
different stories. Mont tomb *: Former name of Mont St Michel 
baptized in honor of St Aubert and the angel Michael the arc 
angel *: The angel Michael is the leader of the celestial militia. In 
the Bible, it plays a major role in Revelation, the last book of 
the New Testament. St Aubert *: St Aubert was at the time 
Bishop of Avranches at the beginning of the 8th century
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Mont St Michel has 
exceptional flora and fauna: 
fungi and lichens, trees, 
flowering plants: our popular 
"salicornia", insects, marine 
invertebrates, fish, 
amphibians, reptiles, mammals 
and birds ( ect. ...).

Sole, plaice, rays, bars and 
mules love the bay of the 
Mont St Michel.



All the fish and in 
particular the eel are 
vulnerable and in constant 
danger because of 
degradation of the aquatic 
environment, disappearance 
of wetlands and habitats, 
dams and sills, overfishing 
and poaching. They are also 
affected by climatic 
warming because it heats 
up the cold waters where 
they use to live.

The "Grande Baie of Mont 
St Michel" is rich in 
gastronomy. It's a great 
space for young fish, 
especially salmon, before 
heading out to sea for the 
trip of a lifetime



Some fishermen 
leave parts of nets 
and lockers in the 
sea , component so 
of rubbish harmful 
for the marine 
environment, even if 
it is mainly 
accidentally.

In Normandy and in France more 
generally, the seas and lakes are 
polluted by humans with several 
types of waste, for example: 
bottles, plastic bags, cardboard, 
paper and very recently: face 
masks...

Where does 
this 
pollution 
come from? 



Marine pollution
In Normandie on the 
Beach of Saint Jean The Thomas one  
people
Throw a big part plastic.  



 Peoples are reckless because they throw 
plastic anywhere   



 Animals like a seal  can swallow that plastic and 
strangle 



Have to know that little tip 
of plastic take 100 year 
for degerade 



  

Pollution in Normandy
Mont Saint Michel’s bay : A place to protect



  

The origin of wastes
● There are many plastic wastes (bouchots, plastics bottles)

● There are Fishing nets and clothes

● Down, bouchots wastes

                                             The bouchots are stake 
when we raise  mussels



  

How pollution goes in the sea

● There are micro plastics in clothes. When 
we wash the clothes, it goes off with water 
towards the sea.

● Then, the microplastics kill marine 
environnement



  

Consequences
● Creatures confounds micro plastics with 

their food
● The micro plastic kill the biodiversity 



  

marine pollution

● The sea suffers a lot of damage from 
pollution and marine animals suffer a lot.In a 
year, there are nearly a million hundred 
thousand marine animals that die from waste 
in the ocean.



  



  



  

Pollution is also present in France. 
We are all concerned by pollution.



  

Plastic bags become food for turtles

Plastic bags look like 
jellyfish,sea turtles don’t 
make the difference. So sea 
turtles eat plastic bags.  



  

They have 50 % of 
chance to die from 

eating plastics.
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Pollution in Normandy

Mont Saint Michel’s bay : A place to protect
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The origin of wastes

●There are many plastic wastes (bouchots, plastics bottles)

●There are Fishing nets and clothes

●Down, bouchots wastes

● The bouchots are stake when we raise                                                                           
mussels
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How the pollution go in the sea

●There are micro plastics in the clothes . When we wash the 
clothes, he go off with watter towards the sea.

●Then, the microplastics kill marine environnement
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Consequences

●Créaturs confouds micro plastics with their food

●The micro plastic kill the biodiversity
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